. Preamble
To analyze the underlying working principle, let us resolve spring coefficient of the supporting springs into vertical and horizontal components, as illustrated in the working sketch in Fig. 3 . The damping (air resistance, internal friction of suspension spring etc.) is so small that it could be neglected.
From D'Alembert principle.
•¬ wherein M-total mass of left-half of frame (with related on-screen material), M=m1+M1
x-the displacement along x-axis of the mass center of M y-the displacement along y-axis of the mass center of M (although damping is very small), while the amplitude of forced vibration remains stable. We learned from practice that only the stable forced vibration need be taken into consideration with the following particular solution :
•¬ It is technically feasible to choose suitable mass of eccentric weights so that the mass center of the left-half lies just on suspension center (mini-M1R1=o), then
Similarly, we can choose eccentric weights of the right-half so that m2r2-M2R2=0 and the mass center of the right-half lies on the suspension center .
We now come to the conclusion that theoretically it is possible that the vibration transmitted by the vibrating screen to supporting structure can be eliminated. Owing to numerous factors as errors in manufacturing and adjustment, a small amount of vibration will be transmitted finally to supporting structures. In the latter case, Even the mass of screen frame with related on-screen material in the left-half and those in the right-half and their eccentricity vibrator are unequal, we can adjust them so that the mass center lie on their respective suspension centers and the vibration transmitted to supporting structure could be reduced to zero and the movement of screen be made a true plane circular path. But the movements of two vibrators must be synchronous which are assured by toothed-belt. If not synchronous, the movement of screen will be an irregular one. During the test of convention screen, the tester holds a wooden stick in the hand and let its other end against the suspension device ( When load (i.e. on-screen material) fluctuate+30%, the fluctuation of transmitted vibration will not be larger than 13%.
